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Notable Businesses of Mei

The town of Mei is home to numerous businesses. The following are just a few of the more reknown.

Kasui no Hoteru

The Kasui no Hoteru is situated by a small mountain river that passes by the site which is where it takes
its name. Kasui means (river water). Along the river are a number of weeping willow trees. The Kasui no
Hoteru is surrounded by Yamataian Yews. It features some of the best views of the valley that Mei is
situated in. It has a number of hot springs on its property for use by the guests. There are a number of
marked nature trails that guests can make use of.

Accomondations

Kasui no Hoteru has 150 guest rooms.

25 singles (35 KS/night)
Full
Queen
King

75 doubles (55 KS/night)
Full
Queen
King

15 suites (95 KS/night)
10 penthouses (150 KS/night)

Amenities

Swimming pool
Sauna
Hot springs
Fitness area
Restaurant
Bar
Concierge

Shinrin Tsuuro

Shinrin Tsuuro forest pathway is a business that offers hunting excursions into the local forests. These
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excursions can be as short as a few hours to a couple of days. They offer both traditional hunts, and
photographic hunts as well. Shinrin Tsuuro prides itself on the safety of its clients, and sustainable
hunting. They maintain a preserve where they raise animals that they can release into the wide to
replace what they hunt.

Choujou Kegawa

Choujou Kegawa Splendid Fur is the finest furrier in Mei. They offer a wide range of fur and leather
products from both local and off-world sources.

Just some of the items they offer:

Boots
Vests

Leather
Fur lined fabric
Fur lined leather

Blankets
Gloves
Stoles

Half length
Full length

Coats
Leather
Fur lined fabric
Fur lined leather

Hats
Muff (handwarmer)
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